myNMSU Portal Gets a New Look
ICT’s Rich Chavez and Laura Padilla-Zepeda, with the help of Campus EAI, the portal vendor, upgraded the myNMSU portal. The redesign optimizes the viewing and interactive experience, allowing easy access to the portal from any type of display, from desktop monitors to mobile devices.

Corbett Center Student Union-Contest Winners
- The “Share Your Summer” contest winner is Ravi Shah, whom received over 500 likes to his Instagram photo.
- Twelve essays were submitted for the Essay Contest, and the winner is Samantha Bubak.

Preparation for Opening Day
Facilities Operations shops are preparing for Move-In-Day, scheduled on August 14, 2016. Facilities Maintenance and Custodial shops are performing the detailed maintenance and cleaning of the single student housing units. The six week master maintenance schedule includes 2,469 units. As of July 7th, 755 units (31%) have been completed. Shop Supervisors are scheduling additional resources to ensure the project is completed on schedule. Spot checks will be performed by the Operations and Housing team through August 13, 2016.

Aggie Welcome Orientation Support
Facilities Operations and Housing performed random spot checks on dormitory rooms in Garcia Hall which were made ready for the Aggie Welcome Orientation on July 7, 2016. The Custodial Supervisors participated in the room checks and dispatched crews to address any items that needed additional attention.

NMSU Annual Property Insurance Audit
Facilities and Services participated in the annual property insurance audit with AIG Global Property. They provided documentation of fire detection and protection system testing compliance with NFPA 25, information on flood plans, and follow up review of open items. The inspector was very complimentary of NMSU as we are implementing our master plans, and actively addressing fire protection issues. AIG has closed all of the open items from last year with the exception of finding that all campus buildings should have a fire suppression system, and create a flood plan for the key buildings in the flood plane on the west end of campus. They will be providing a checklist for the flood plan which will aid us in its development.